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My involvement with the 
nexus



Building capacity for integrated 
governance at the Food-Water-Energy-

nexus in cities on the water



Why focus on the urban
nexus?
Global population is majority urban

Rapid urbanization is happening (esp. in Africa & Asia)
in areas with already strained FEW provisioning systems 
and facing poverty and climate stress

Expect FEW insecurities



Source: https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/cities/
SDG11 established 2015

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/cities/


Urban FEW nexus 
governance
One way to achieve such integrated policies and 
plans (Artioli et al. 2017)



What is governance?

• Process of collectively managing public problems such as 
resource security (time, context dependent)

• Governance is beyond government (Stoker, 1998)

– i.e., networks of actors in government, business, non-
profit organizations, private citizens

– form of collective action (e.g., Olson 1971’s Logic)

• As a complex, dynamic system: has 
– Structure
– Rules and procedures, norms
– Inputs, outputs (e.g., policies, plans), outcomes
– Power dynamics
– Varying capacity, authority, legitimacy to act



What is urban FEW nexus governance?

• Scale is “urban”
– i.e., municipal
– Embedded in vertical networks (national, international; 

multi-level)
• Cities may have little authority, capacity, or resources

– Embedded within horizonal networks (neighborhoods, 
cities, suburbs, metros, megas)

• Subject matter is “FEW nexus”
– Each FEW system has own governance network; silos
– Water system often dominates nexus (Urbinatti et al., 2020)

– Sustainability and resilience are driving goals for integrated
governance



What do we know about it?

• Few empirical studies @ urban scale (Few et al., under review)

• “nexus governance is the missing link in the nexus debate” (Al-
Saidi and Elagib, 2017: 1131)

• “Issues of institutional structure, governance, equity, resource 
access, and behavior were [] underdeveloped” in 40 years of 
nexus lit (Newell et al., 2019: 073003, p.1)

• Urbinatti et al., 2020:
– Nexus scholars often recommend integrated 

governance without depth
– Was focus of 28 out of 1455 prj articles (2007-2018)*

• Cover 24 different concepts and 8 themes



Source: Urbinatti, A. M., L. L. Benites-Lazaro, C. M. de Carvalho and L. L. Giatti (2020), ‘The conceptual basis of water-
energy-food nexus governance: systematic literature review using network and discourse analysis’, Journal of 
Integrative Environmental Sciences, 17 (2), 21–43.



What else do we know?

• Carries “transaction costs” to orgs & indivs (Larcom and can 
Gevelt, 2017)

• Actors embedded in existing structures (Stein et al., 2018)

– May need legal or policy changes to allow 
collaboration (Leck et al., 2015) [and in our Polish case]

• Need elaboration of shared principles (Weitz et al., 2017)

• Does not emerge only from shared values (Covarrubias et al., 2019)

– Need structure reconfigurations, shifts in power

• Lack systematic, comparable data to study urban-scale 
governance (Cruz et al., 2019)



Where do we go from here?

• Need urban nexus research specifically on: 
– “(3) how actors and institutions shape resource 

access, distribution, and use; and (4) co-production 
of knowledge with stakeholders” (Newell et al., 2019: 073003)

• Need “imaginative and iterative use of case studies to 
engage local and regional organizations to build capacity 
to address local development priorities” (Kurian, 2017)

• Need new transdisciplinary ways of managing teams, 
working with publishers, funding projects (Howarth and Monasterolo, 
2016) 

– THANK YOU BELMONT FORUM



Where else?

• Urbinatti et al., 2020:
– Fragmentation in literature offers opportunity to 

strengthen urban nexus governance concept 
– Normative assumption that participatory processes 

are best for achieving policy integration
• But: Which? How? Where? When?

– Lack of critical approaches to nexus
• Involve pol sci, econ, law in gov studies (and 

PP/PA)



Broaden the nexus tent

• Nexus research dominated by “technical” considerations 
(Tye et al., under review)

• Natural science and engineering should “acknowledge 
and recognize the political nature of resource use and 
governance” (Wiegleb and Bruns, 2018: 14)

• “Nexus approach may reproduce existing inequalities in 
resource allocations and power structures unless research 
and policy carry a fundamental critique of these very 
inequalities” (Artioli et al., 2017: 218)
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